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Background

Octopus Labs are a ‘B Corp’ investment company,
so when they asked us to look at their QA and
testing set up; we already knew that this was a
company with strong ethical values and a desire to
‘do right’ rather than just ‘do business’.

Operating in a highly regulated and hugely
competitive market, they seek to gain market
share by “out-behaving” the competition. In order
to achieve that, they need the best people, the best
tools and the best processes. Of course, their QA
and test team are an integral part of that.

Whilst there was nothing ‘broken’ within the QA
team, the Octopus management felt that it would
be good to have an outside opinion on what was
working well and what could be improved. They
knew that they could not maintain their high levels
of service to their investors if they sat back on
their laurels. They were ready to engage and to
make best use of the engagement.

We followed our well-established methodology:

“We engaged nFocus to do a review of our testing
processes across our distributed architecture, to give us
an independent view, and highlight any improvements
we could make. The process was very straightforward,
Tony our consultant asked good searching questions
and he produced a report outlining practical steps that
we can take to improve our testing processes.”

We discussed with Steve what we believed was being
requested of us and how we would go about
delivering the required results. This proved very
helpful and allowed us to make some alterations to
our thinking. We settled on a mix of quantitative and
qualitive fact-finding sessions to be followed by a
report to set out our findings.

Steven Watson,  
Head of Quality Engineering
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1: Understanding what was being
asked of us
Before starting the engagement formally, we had
discussions with Andrew Dobson, the Octopus' VP of
Engineering and Steve Watson, the Head of Quality
Engineering. 

As you can imagine, there are many different routes
that QA health check can take, so these pre-
engagement chats are invaluable in helping us decide
on how to best proceed, where to start, who to talk to
and what techniques to use.

2: Verify our understanding 

The first task was to review a bunch of documentation
to get a feel for what was happening with the Octopus
QA space. Octopus regularly review their
performance and so there was already some in-depth
insight into the challenges. Actions have already been
taken to address the improved areas. 

We devised two short-form surveys, one for the
testers specifically and one for the wider team &
stakeholders. The survey had a mix of open and closed
questions as well as room for additional comments.

3: Gather the information 
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We undertook one-to-one interviews with key
members of the team, including Testers, Developers,
Product Owners and Technical Support Engineers. 

One thing that was clear from the interviews was the
unusual clear perception throughout the team as to
what was working well, what could be improved and
what were the major constraints. They were
confident in their work but not complacent.  

Unsurprisingly, the three main areas that emerged
from the fact-finding were exactly the same three
areas that Octopus was already aware of and in the
process of addressing.
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4: Spend time in deliberation

One of the advantages of having an external party
review is that the third party will have different
experiences to draw on and not be overly influenced
by what is currently in play.

Our deliberations focused on a unified approach to
addressing all three issues that would enhance the
corrective path that Octopus had already embarked
on.

To enable us to provide the most helpful feedback, we
took a two-phase approach.

First to feedback our findings and determine the
extent to which they were already known and being
addressed.

Then, having understood what Octopus were already
undertaking, present a report that included our
findings but concentrated on a proposed course of
improvements.

5: Prepare the report

Greater use of stubs, mock APIs and synthetic
data during system test
The development of System Development
Engineers in Test (SDETs)
More use of the tools available to them in
Azure 
Taking a more holistic test automation
approach

The report looked at how Octopus could take a
quality engineering approach to further enhance
the sprint-based measures they were already
considering. The main areas we recommended
included: 

 

6: Present the report

Having reviewed the draft report with Steve and
enhanced a few areas to add increased clarity, we
presented the findings and recommendations to
Andy. 

The initial report presentation was conducted as a
walk-through of the findings and
recommendations, which allowed time for
questions and comments.

This was followed up with a recorded video
presentation to allow Octopus to review the report
and our commentary at their leisure, as well as
share it with a wider audience if required.
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We were able to conclude our engagement on a
positive note and with a list of 17 action points for
Octopus to consider and follow through, However the
most significant outcome was the detailed response
to their three main challenges.

We suggested a five-lane approach within an unified
Quality Engineering framework that covered
Continuous Integration, Data Dependency, 
Automation, Tooling and SDETs.

Octopus were very pleased with the outcome of the
engagement. Having an independent assessment has
provided them with more clarity around their
challenges and given them new options to consider.
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7: The end result 

Need some help?

To discuss your specific needs, get in touch with our

friendly and knowledgable specialists today:

0370 242 6235

info@nfocus.co.uk
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